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The results of an investigation of a l/&cale model of the Bumble- 

bee XPM missile to determine the causes of boostetiin failures on the 
fullgcale missile are preeented. The Mach number renge was 0.20 to 0.94, 
and the corresponding Reynolds nmber range was 525,000 to 1,555,000, 
based on the body diameter. It was concluded that the failures of the 
fins were due to launching shoes which caused the missile to trim at 
increasingly negative angles of attack as the Mach number increased up to 
0.66. mder these conditions, the booster fins apparently became over- 
loaded to the point of failure. 

Additional tests were made with wing spoilers end alternate booster 
fins to determine their effect on stability. The wing spoilers were 
effective in increasing the stabilfty except at low Mach numbers and small 
angles of attack. The alternate booster fins Increased the stability by 
an amount equal to a.neutral+oint shift of 6 percent of the total tissfle 
length. 

The launching of the first full-scale Bumblebee EC V-3 (XPM) test 
vehicle froma ramp wan successful and nmlaccelerated flight occurred 
for about 2 seconds. At this point, all four booster fins-were torn loose 
frcmthe booster body in less than one-thirtieth of a second. From the 
analysis of flight data it was thought that the failure occurred at a Mach 
number close to 1.0, and that the angle of attack increased lllarkedly prior 
to failure. Careful study of the data and the recovered components indi- 
cated tha.t possible causes could be: (1) a large decrease in longitudinal 
stability Just before failure, and (2) progressive twisting of the booster 
fins due to torsional wealmess. As a result, a second.test vehicle on 
which the torsional rigidity of the fins was greatly increased was launched. 
The results were identical with those for the first vehicle. The large 
torsional rigidity which -ms built into the fins ruled out fin torsional' 
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weakness as the prFmary cause ‘of failure. Ckxnsequently, the basic cause 
was thought to be the decrease in longitudinal stabflity. ' 

In order to investigate the reason and possible remedies for the 
boostetiin failures, and to obtain data at a reasonablylarge Reynolds- - 
number and at speeds close to swIc, %ests o? a l/&cale model of the 
Bumblebee XPM tissile were conducted in the Ames 16soo-khigh-speed wind " 
tunnel. These tests were made:at the request of the Bureau of Ordnance, 
Departint of the Navy. 

Additional testi were made of the modelitith wing incidence varied, 
with wing spoilers, with alternate booster fins, and in various rolled . 
positions to determzLne the effect of these variables on stability, 

NOTATILW . ..- -- 

The coefficients used in-this report differ from the standard nom&- - 
clature in that the body-cross-kction area is used instead of the King 
area, the missile length is used in place ofithe wing meen aerOdpBmiC .. _ 
chord;and the body dGm&er is used 'in~caic~&tir&Reynolds number. 
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Pitc%+ymnent coefficient about the c&ter of gravity 
(Center of gravity at 0.598 2 with short booster, 
0.565 2 with long booster) 

normal4orce coefficient 

Mach number 

normal force, pounds 

pressure coefficient 
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critical pressure coefficient 

Reynolds ntiber 

area of body cross'section, square feet : 

free--8tream velocity, feet pfrr-second -' ' 

body diameter, feet 

body length (kcluding booster), feet 
(Body length with short booster, 4.97 ft; with long booster, 5.41 ft> 

P local static.pressure, pounds per square, fQat 
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PO 
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at 
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P 

free-e-bream static pressure, pounds per square foot 

Qna3nic pressure 
( > 

; pv= ,pomds per 5quare foot 

angle of attack of body center line, degrees 

angle of attack for trQa, degrees 

kinematic viscosfty, square feet per eeccmd 

demity, slugs per cubic foot 

MODEL AND AXTARATUS 

A l/&cale model of the Buuiblebee XI94 missile was eupplied by the 
Applied Physic6 Iaboratory of The Johns Hopkine University for these teats. 
The basic dimeneions of the model ax+e given in figure 1. Fime 2 ie a 
photograph of the mdelmotmted in the Ames 164'oot highweed wind tunnel. 

Force5 mthemdelwere~~sasuredbymeans of stralngagesmunted 
on the sting. With the strain gages mounted ae they were, it was possible 
to ascertain o&y normalforce andpitchingmommt. The angle of attack 
of the model was measured by opticalmana. 

Twobooster lengthsyereprovided:modificationII (short booster) 
and modification III (long booster). Thecontractor~snomenclatme for 
the booster lengths has been used here; however, in the reminder of 
this report, modifications II and III will be referred to a5 the short 
and long boosters, respectively. The short booster WBB provided 80 that 
the configuratfon that failed In flight dould be tested; however, the 
long boost& ha5 since sxrperseded the short one. 

The inveatigatfon wa5 conducted at Mach nmibers from 0.20 to 0.94 and 
corresponding Reynolds nmibers from 523,000 to 1,5w,OOO (based on body 
diameter), as shown in figure 3. The maxImumMach m&era obtained were 
limited by the power available to the wind tmnel. 

Tests were made of the original modeltith various launching-hoe 
poeitfms, inc&Mng 53zmnetric~y mounted shoes. The opt3mm shoe poai- 
tions were.then used on the revised model during test5 of wing Bpoilers, 
of various wing incidencea, of alternate booster fins tith the-missile- 

booeter canibinaticm in rolled attitudes, and of the missile rolled relative 



to the booster. The short booster, hoisti& lugs, and launching shoes 
of the original model were replaced by a long booster, modified hoisting 
lugs, and launching shoes on the revised model. 

Constriction corrections were applied to the tunnel-empty calibra- 
tion according to the methods of reference-l. TunnsLwall corrections 
were not applied since they were within the accuracy of the data. 

RESUEPSAI'JDDIsCTJSSION 

This section is in two parts: Fhe first-covers a discussion of the 
results of tests to determine the causes of the fin failures on the 
original missile, and met&&s developed to alleviate these failures; and 
the second part covers a discussion of the results of tests of the 
revised model. 

Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Origi&~l Model 

The first model tested in the Ames l&fdot high-speea wind turmel 
represented the Bumblebee RTV-e (XFM) missile. The result8 indicated 
that at 0' angle of attack there existed a poisitive lift (except for 
Mach numbers below 0.~0) and a negative pitching moment (figs. 4 and 5). 
Tke trim angles indicated by extrapolation of the pitchilw9 nt curves 
decreased from -0.9' at 0.2 Msch number to -6.70 at 0.88 %ch number, 
then increased to -4.9O at 0.94 Mach number as shown in figure 6. With 
the exception of the hoisting lugs and launching shoes (fig. 7), the 
model was symmatrical. To check the effects of air-stream angle, the 
model was tested in an inverted positian. The results (figs. 4 and 3) 
shti a positive pitching moment equal in mag@tude to the negative 
pitching moment experienced in the nor?& position, thus confirming the - 
asgmmetry of the model characteristics. 

Since the hoisting lugs and launching shoes were the on$y uusymmet- 
rical parts of the original model, they were removed and tests were 
made. The data shown in figures 4 and 5 indicate essentially zero moment 
at O" angle of attack for this condition; the snrrll negative pitching 
moment and n-1 force that did exist can be attributed to slight 
laisalinements of the Uel. The trim-angle cknge with &ch number for 
the original model less hoisting lugs and launching shoes, as shown in 
figure 6, is at most -0.60. The previously mentioned trim angles are 
based on the location of the cente&-gravity position at zero Mach 
nuniber. The center of gravity of the full+3cal& vehicle moves foruard 
linearly as the kch.ntmiber .increases, the distance moved in inches 
being equal to 12.5 times the tich number. Applying this relatfonship 
to the wind-tunnel data increases the trim angle as shown in figure 6. 
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The normal-force and stability parameters dCR/d& and dCm/dC, 
are presented as a.function of X&h number in figure 8, and axe the 
average slopes near zero normal force. In general, there was a slight 
decrease in stability as the Mach number was increased. The normal- 
force parameter dCR/du rained essentially constant up to a &ch 
number of 0.70, then increased. Removing the hoisting lugs and the 
launching shoes had little effect on the normal-force and stability 
parameters dC,/du and dCm/Cx. 

5 

The relative values of the positive lift and the neetive pitching 
moment existing at O" angle of attack tith the hoisting lugs and the 
launching shoes in position Indicated that the pitching moment might 
have originated from a lift force in the vicinity of the booster fins. 
A test WELB therefore made with just the rear launching shoes in position, . 
and the data (ffgs. 4 and 5) show that the negative pitching moment at 
Co angle was the same as for the m&e1 with the hoisting lugs and launcI+ 
ing shoes in place. This comparison indicated that the ne&ive pit&+ 
ing moment was caused by the rear shoes. 

5 results of tests titb the rear launching shoes faired are also 
shown in figures 4 and 5. Raring the shoes eliminated the negative 
pitching moment at 0' angle of attack at a Mach ntmiber of 0.70, but at 
0.85 Wch number the effect was only to reduce the negative pitching 
momsnt to about half what it was with the shoes unfaired. 

To obtain a more complete understanding of the effect of the rear 
launching shoes, two rows of static--pressure orifices were installed on 
the alternate set of booster fins. The alternate booster fins differed 
geometrically from the standard fins (fig. L); however, the interference 
effects of the launching shoes should be similar to those with the 
standard fins. Figure 9 15 a plot for 0.85 Mach number of the pressure 
coefficients obtained at two epanwise stations from tests with and 
without the hoisting lugs and launching shoes in place. The decrease fn 
the negative @ressures on the lower surface forward of the shoes 
accounts for the positive lift and negative pitching moment. 

Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Revised Model 

As a compromise between the best aerodynamdc design and the launch 
ing requirements, the shoes and lugs were faired and the rear shoes were 
moved forward of the fin leading edge. The two single. hoisting lugs 
were changed to two double lugs and were placed diame%rically opposite 
the launching shoes and lnade aerodynamically similar to the launching 
shoes. Figure 7 is a drawing and figure 10, a photograph showing the 
original and new shoe and lug positions; 
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The data for the revised model, using these launzhfng-ehoe and 
hoisting-lug positions on the long booster, are shown in figures 11 
through 13. In general, there was no significant pitching moment or 
lift present at O" angle of attack. A trim angle of about -0.5O existed 
throughout the &ch number range, a6 shown in.figure 13. This small 
trim angle was probably due to slight misalinements of the model. The 
nomtlalrforce parameter as a function of tich number (fig. 13) rmined 
about constant up to a B&h number of 0.90, above which it increased 
slightly. The stability was slightly less than its low-speed value as 
the Maoh number was increased up to 0.85, above which it decreased 
rapidly. The results of tests with various parts of the revised model" 
removed are also shown in figures 11 through 13. 

The results of changing the incidence on two diametrically opposite 
' wings are shown in figures 14 through 16. The n-l-force character- 

istics shown in figure 14 for wing incidence8 of 2O and b" with the fins 
in the ml position, and ho with the fins rolled 45', are the same 
as those for O" wing incidence except for a small decrease fn the an&e 
of attack for zero lift. The etabiUtywasthe same for all theti+ 
incidence tests at normsl-foroe coefficients near zero. The stability 
incre43sed rapidly above a ml-force coefficient of about 4.5 for the 
2O wing incidence, and increased rapidly above a norrmLforce coeffi- 
cient of about 2.5 for the ho wing incidence. The trim angles as a 
function of k&h number for the various wing incfdences are shown in 
figure 16. The trim angle increased roughly 2O for sach 2O increase in 
wing incidence. The trim angle increased throughout the %ch number 
range. Rolling the booster fins 45' had little effect on the trim angle. 

Since the cause of the flight failures was origilaally thought to be 
lack of stability, the model was fitted so that vario~e metha for 
increasing the stability could be investigated. Even though it was 
found that lack of stability was not the cause of the flight failures, 
tests of these methods far increasing the stability were msde and are 
reported in the remainder of this discussion. The results of tests of 
spoilers on the wings (fig. 17) are shown in figures I8 and lg. The 
ncmmlr%arce results (fig. l8) are similar to the results wdthout 
spoilers except for a slight decrease in the norm%Lforce w&meter. 
The stability ms increased except at the low &ch numbers and -11 
angles of attack. 

Data for tests with the missile rolled 22.5O relative to the 
booster so that the missile tails were in line with the booster fins are 
shown in figures 20 &nd 21. The normal&force data were not altered by 
the change except for a slight decrease in the normal-force vter, 
whiuh was probably caused by the change in the. tail wake acting on the 
booster fins. The stability was about the same for both conditions. 
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9o", 
Data for the complete model, including the booster rolled 45O and 
are shown in figures 22 through 24. The norm3Lforce parameters 

for the m&de1 in the rolled positions increased with increasing Hach 
number. For the 45O position, however, at 0.9 Mach number, the normal- 
force par&meter for this position decreased to below that for O" roll as 
shown in figure 24. The stability parameter as a function of Mach 
number (fig. 24) for the 45’ roll was about the same as for the 0' posi- 
tion up to a &ch number of 0.85O, above which the stability increased. 
The stability for the 90' position decreased throughout the Nsch number 
range, decreasing more rapidly above 0.85 Mach number. 

The results of tests with the alternate booster fins are shown in 
figures 25 WI 26. The dimensions of the fins are shown in figure 1. 
The n-l-force and stability parameters are shown as a function of 
Mach number in figure 27. The stability for the model with the alter- 
nate booster fins was greater than with the standsrd fins by an amount 
corresponding to a neutral-point shift of 6 percent of the totzlmissile 
length. There was little change in stability with &ch number up to 
038, above which the stability decreased rapidly. The nomlrforce 
parameter w&a increased an average of about 20 percent with the use of 
alternate booster fins. 

It was concluded that the failures of the booster fins on the 
Bumblebee missile were due to launching shoes which caused the missile 
to trim at increasing negative angles of attack as the h&h number 
increased. Under these conditions, the booster fins apparently became 
overloaded to the point of failure. (Subsequent to the tests reported 
herein, it has been determined that the torsional deflection of the 
missile wings, also contributed to the failure of the booster fins.) 

A design was developed for the launching shoes and hoisting lugs - 
which eliminated the adverse effect on the pitching moment. It con- 
sisted of faired shoes and lugs, with rear shoes moved forward of the 
fin leading edge. The single hoisting lugs were changed to double lugs 
placed diametrically opposite the shoes and made aermmically similar 
to the launching shoes. 

Wing spoilers were effective in increasing the stability except at 
low &ch numbers and smell angles of attack. 

. 

The alternate booster fins increased the stability by an amount 
equal to a neutral point shift of 6 percent of the total missile length. 

Ames Aeronautical Iaboratory, 
National Advisory Cotittee for Aeronautics, 

I Moffett Field, Calif. 
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1. Herriot, John G.: Blockage Corrections for Thre4Dimeneional~low 
Closed-Throat Wind Tunnela, With Coneidemti'on of the EfYect of 
Compressibility. RICA RM A7328, 1947. 
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@.66 on Mod Z 
64.91 on Mod m 

k5.83-4 

wing 
Root thickness, % chad 5.0 
Tip thickness, % chord 3.0 

S&ndanf booster fin 
IO.0 
5.0 

Altemaie booster fin 
7.0 

Note: All dimeMoos in inches. 

&are I.- Dimenslom of model and component parts. 
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Figure 2.- Photograph of the model mounted on the sting. 
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.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 8 .S 

Moth number, M 

Figure 3:~uriofion of the average f?eynoMs number wifh 
Mach number. 



0 OriginsI model. 
Q Original model inverfed. 
0 Original model less hoisting lugs and launching shoes. 
A Originat model less hoisting lugs ond forword launching shoes. 
b Original model less hoisting lugs and fotward tmmching shoes, 

with reor.touncbing shoes faired. 

T I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Id I I Q I I la1 

-6 
-4.0 4 8 

Angfe of attobk, a, deg 1 

a of J b b’-b: 8 ,A 6 t, ‘6 

foi M of C&O ok0 a.;0 0.195 O&8 0.‘90 0.b .a54 . 
Figure 4.-Variation of normal- force coeff/cient with angle of &tack for the orlglnol model wltb 

different ho/sting lug and launching shoe arrangements. 
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0 Original model. 
,a Original model inverted. 
0 Original mode/ fess hoisting lugs and /aunching shoes. 

Pitching- moment coefficient, Cm 

(a) M, 0.20, 0.50. 

Figure 5.- Variation of normal- force coefficient with pitciting -moment coefficienf 
for the original model with different hoisting tug and lunching shoe WrongementS 

I 



0 Origirid model. 
q Origind model inverted. 
0 Originat model less hoisting iup and launching shoes. 
A Origginol model fess hoisting lugs and forward launching shoes. 
B Original model less hoisting fugs ond forward launching shoes, 

with rear founching shoes faked. 

6 
Af, 0.70 0.85 

4 

2 

-6 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
.3 .2 ./ 0 -.I -.2 -.3 .-.4 

.4 .3 .2 .I 0 -1 :2 :3 -.4 
Pitching-moment coefficient, Cm 

/bj M, 0.70, 0.85. 

Figure 5. - Con timed. 
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0 Original model 
q Or/pins/ model inverted. 
0 Originol model less hoisting lugs and launching shoes. 
A Orbinol model less hoisting lugs and forward launching shoes, 

L 

6 z 
E0 
B 4 g-2- 
2 P 

-4 - 

-c- 

Pitching-moment coefficient, Cm 

lo) M, 0.88, 0.90. 

Figure S-Continued. 



0 Original mode/. 
8 Original model inverted. 
0 Originof model less hoisting lugs and founching shoes. 
A Original model less hoisting lugs and forward launching shoes. 

M, 0.92 L-4 I I I 0.94 I -I I I 
6 

/ 

4 

I I I IJI IW I MI I I I I HI I 

Pitching-moment coefficient, Cm 

(dj M, 0.98 0.94. 

Figure S.- Concluded. \ 
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Original model-overage of upright and inverted, fixed c. g. 
--- Originoi model-average of upright and inverted, Night c. g. 
- - Original model less hoisting lugs and iounching shoes, fixed c.g. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 

2 -3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 ,9 I.0 

hft7Ch nUf?lb84 M 

figure 6. - Variation of trim angle with Moth number for the original model 
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ffois fing t=jZ-..-~~ 

Or/ginO/ ShO8 0nd /Ug pOSitiOnS 

Mod n, Shorf bOOSt8r 

A// di’mensions in inches. 

R8ViS8d shoe and /up positionS y.-- 
‘-. @C& 

Mod Z, /ong bOOSf8r’ 

c 

Figure Z- shoe ond lug posit/or?s on the origtiw/ und revised model. 
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Original model. 
--- Original model Inverted. 
-- Original model upright less hotsting lugs and launching shoes. 

,2 .3 .4 .5 $6 .I 
Mach number, Al 

.8 .9 LO 

Figure 8.-Variation of normal- force and slob/Ii/y parameters with Moth number for 

the original model. 
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Section A -A 

fiqure 9.- Chordwise pressure distributions on 
a, 0”; 

0 
I I Outboord station I 

0 

.2 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I.0 

Chord .stotion, X&w 

I lower surface of the afternate boo’ster fins. 
0.85. 



Figure lO.- Photogmph of the final launching shoe positions. 





A Revised model. 
o Revised model less booster fins. 
0 Revised mode/ less wings and M/s. 
II Revised model fess booster fins, wings, ond iolfs. 

-4 0 4 8 
Angle of attack, @, $?q 

aof 0 
P 

A ,: 
4 

b 

for A4 of 0.20 a.50 a70 
0.195 aL 

a90 (2’92 

Figure /i.-Voriotion of normal- force coefficient with angle of attack for the revised 
model. 



A . Revised model, 
o Revised model less booster fins. 
0 Revised mode/ less wings and foils. 
EI Revised model less booster fins, wings, and tails. 

6 

-4 

.8 .6 .4 .2 0 .72 74 76 -.8 -LO -1.2 
.8 .6 .4 .2 0 72 -.4 -.6 

Pitching -moment co8 f ficient, Cm 

la) M, 0.20, a50. 

figure /2.-Variation of normal - force coefffcient with pitching - momenf coefficient for 
fhe revised model. 
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A Revised model. 
0 Revised model less booster fins. 
Q Revised model less wings and tails. 
q Revised model less booster fins, wings, and tails. 

, .8 .6 .4 .2 0 -.2 14 ‘~6 
.8 .6 .4 .2 0 -2 -.4 -.6 

fifching-moment coefficient, Cm 

(b) M, 0.70, 0.85. 

Figure /2.-Continued. 
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A Revised model. - 
o Revised model iess booster fins. 
O- Revised model less wings ond hi/s. 
q Revised model fess booster fins, wings, and toils. 

M, 0.88 0.90 * 

I I I I rl I I/I I I I I I IPI I 

'. .6 .4 .2 0 -.2 74 76 
.6 .4 .2 0 r2 -.4 ~6 ~8 

Pifcbinq-moment coefficient, Cm 

Ic) M, 0.88, 0.90. 

figure /2.-Coniinued. 
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A Revised mode/ 
0 Revised mode/ iess wings und fails. 

I I I I I I I I I I 
.4 .2 0 -.2 -.4 76 

Pitching-moment coefficient, Cm 

(d) M, 0.90. 

figure /2.- Concluded. 
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, dCN 
7 I / da / 

I I I 

Model fess booster fins 

.I .5 .6 .7 
htach number, M 

.8 .9 I.0 

Figure i3.-Variation of normal-force and stabiilty parameters with Mach number for the 

revised model. 
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h Revised mode/ 
o Revised model with 2. wing incidence. 
q Revised model with 4” wing incidence. 
0 Revised model with 4* wing incidence ond booster fins rolled 45’. 
A R8ViS8d moaef wifh 4’ wing incidence less booster f&IS. 

*? I I I I I IM I I.4 I I M I 
.!J A I . 

-8 -4 0 4 8 

Angle of aita?k, u, deg 

P of 4 1, b d 21 IJ A 

for M of 0.20 05-o 0.~0 o.b5 Oh8 * o.bo 0.!92 

Figure id.-Variation of normal- force coefficient with angte of attack for the revised model with 
VOfiOUS Wing iflCid8nCeS. 



B Revised model. 
0 Revised model w/t/J 2. wing incidence. 
q Revised model with 4’ wing incidence. 
0 Revised mode/ with 4’ wing h?c/dence and booster fins rolled 459 
A Revised model with 4* wing incidence less booster fins. 

0 -.2 74 76 .6 .4 .2 0 :2 :4 
.6 .4 .2 0 I2 54 ~6 

Pitching-inomen f toe fficien{ Cm 

/al At, 0.20, .O.SO, 0.70. 

Figure Is-VorioYion of normat - fOrC8 coefficient with pkching-momeni coefficient for the revised 
mOd8l with various wing incidences. 
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h Revised model. 
o Revtsed model with 2’ wing incidence. 
q Revised model with 4’ wing incidence. 
0 Revised model with 4’ wing incidence and booster fins rolled 45O. 
A Revised model with 4” wing incidence less booster fins. 

.I5 .4 .2 0 12 74 16 
.8 .6 .4 .2 0 12 74 ~6 

Pitching-moment coefficienf, Cm 

lb) M, 0.85, 088, 

figure f5.-Continued. 
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B Revised model. 
o Revised model with P wing incidence. , 
N Revised model with 4’ wing incidence. 
0 Revised model with 4’ wing incidence and booster fins rolted 45’. 
A Revised model &th 4* wing incidence fess booster fins. 

.6 .4 .2 0 12 -4 ~6 
.8 .6 .4 

Pitching-moment coefficienl, Cm 

/cl hf, 0.90, 092. 

I .’ 
Figure /LT.-Concluded. 
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- Revised model. 
--- Revised model with P wing incidence. 
---- Revised model with 4* wing incidence. 

Revised model with 4* wing incidence and &oostsr fins rollsd 49. 

, 

.5 .6 .7 

Much number, M 

.8 .2 .3 .4 .9 I.0 

figure f6.- Variofion of trim angle with Mach number for the revised model 
with various wing incidencas. 
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Figure 17.- Photograph of Lii qollws mounted on the wings. Y 
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q Revised model. 
o Revised model with wing spoilers. 

-8 -4 0 4 8 

Angle of ojtack, a, deg 

n of b !I b d A. .A 

for Ai of O!?O 0.50 0.50 0.b O&S o.$o 

figure f8.- Variation of normal-force coefficienf w/tb angle of attack for the revised model with wing 
spoilers. 



q Revised model. 
0 Revised model with wing spoilers. 
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-4 

.4 .2 0 -.2 74 ~6 

Pifching-momsrt coefficient, Cm 

Cm Off 2, A :, b d 
A4 of 0.20 0-k 050 0.k Oh? o.bo 

Figure /S-Variation of normal-force coefficient with pitching moment coefficient for the revised 
model with wing spoilers. 
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13 Revised model. 
Q Revised mode/ with body, wings, and toi& roNed 2243 
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~8 -4 0 4 8 

Angle of aft&, a, deg 

aofA 
for Y of o.!?o 

21 6 A 
0.50 0!70 

:, 
0.!!?5 

8 
0!88 o.bo 

Figure PO.-Variation of normal-force coefficient with angle of attack for the revised model 
with the bo@, wings and tails rot led 22i f 
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Q Revised model 
Q Revised model with body, wings, and tails rofled 22#‘. 

A .2 0 72 74 16 

Pifching-mom,en f toe f ficl;ent, Cm 
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Ft’gure 2f.-Variation of normal-force coef fkient wjfh pitching-moment coefficient for the revised 
mod&f wifh the body: wings,and foils rolfed 22;: 



6 Revised model. 
0 Revised model rolled 45’. 
8 Revised model rolled 90’. 
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Figure 22.-Variation of normal -force coefficient w/M angle of attack for the revised model 
rolled 45. and 900 



0 Revised model. 
a Revised model rolled 45’. 
B Revised model rolled 90: 
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Figure. 2.3.-Variotion of normal-force coefficient with pitching-moment coefficient for the e revised model 
roiled 45* and 90: 
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figure P4.-Variation of normal-force and sfab/lity parameters with Mach number 

for the revised model rolled 45” and 9OP 



q Revised model. 
o Rev&d mode/ with olternote booster fins. 
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Figure 25.-Variation of normal-force coefficient wt’fh angle of altuck for the revised model with fhe alternote 

booster fins. 
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q Revised model. 
0 Revised model with alternote booster fins. 
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Figure 26.-Variation of normal-force coefficient with pitching- moment coefficient for the ret&ed 
model with the alternate booster fins. 5 



q Revised mode/. 
o Revised model with alternote booster fins. 
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Figure PG.-Concluded. 
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--- Revised mode/. 
Revised model with altarnate booster ffns. 
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figure 2Z-Variofion of normal-force and stob/lity parameters wifh Ahch number for the 
revised model with t/18 dternote booster fhs. 




